The CorrDisplay software opens the door to a new state-of-the-art generation of large format digital display panels. The CorrDisplay screens are designed to take the place of the simple alphanumeric info boards typically used in industry environments. Their ability to run on a variety of devices renders costly single purpose equipment unnecessary. They show live information in sophisticated personalized screen designs large enough to be easily readable even from a distance. Display live production key data, important messages, alerts etc. in appealing screen designs wherever required, e.g. at the corrugator, the conversion machines, the palletizer, in Shipping, in the supervisor office, or in Sales.
EFI CorrDisplay

**Versatile and economical**

As an alternative to high priced old style LED displays, the CorrDisplay software is designed to run on large HD TV screens as inexpensive giant PC monitors. If you prefer an old school LED display, of course we can make this work for you as well but CorrDisplay screens have a lot more to offer:

- **All you need to run them is a TV screen and a PC so they are cheaper in terms of hardware** because they don’t require any expensive dedicated hardware. There is minimal performance required so you can use an old PC or a thin client or even a very affordable Raspberry Pi.

- They are vibrant, alive and visually interesting. Rather than old style info boards with static, plain displays, the CorrDisplay designs are dynamic. They can effortlessly be made to perform transitions between several views and show animations and rich visual effects of all kinds. This makes them real eye-catchers that effectively grab people’s attention which is crucial for conveying key information.

- They are all optimized for cross-browser and cross-platform use so they can run on desktop or mobile PCs of all major manufacturers which makes them multi-purpose: They can be used as overhead display panels just as well as on your iPad, iPhone or tablet PC for “information to go”.

**100% customizable to fit your needs**

Even better, in contrast to the restrictions imposed by old-fashioned industrial displays the CorrDisplay layout is easily and fully customizable to fully meet all your requirements.

- You can e.g. have them show machine performance figures like the gauges of a racing car dashboard, playfully appealing to your staff’s sense of competition.

- Or you could have a display of all your major machines in a row, suspended from the shop floor ceiling, with clear visual indicators for all kinds of situations. E.g. the screen might go all red whenever a machine stops, showing duration and reason of the downtime in huge letters so the supervisor could immediately see something is wrong from anywhere in the machine hall.

- Your CorrDisplay monitor could even toggle between production information and a welcome message to a customer paying a visit to your plant, a birthday greeting or a praise for the employee of the month at certain intervals.

EFI CorrDisplay

**EFI fuels success.**

From Fiery to super wide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.